Open from our grasp upon our subjects,—the grooming of one’s intellectual equipment and refresh our twenty-four let us reburnish our educational places where failure is possible, the inter-relation of the time for comparative analysis. But by the master professor, Experience, ready for the real finals of life given the four years here are we have put whole fortification, and he is in a broad outlook caused no sacrifice of the wider outlook caused no sacrifice of the aims of the-organized society. Sketching parties were taken to neighboring towns. At other meetings original papers were read. For a number of years these meetings were held, and fortnightly meetings were held, and the society was well established. Regular fortnightly meetings they were made attractive in many ways. T. H. B. Taylor, '93
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The Year Book, or Annual, also has been published by the society since 1901. The results of the work are too generally known to need further prescription. It is sufficient to say that this Annual contains illustrations and records of prominent drawings in the courses of Architectural and Structural Design, and also of the current work in freestanding drawing, pen and pencil, modeling, etc. The “Annual” grew from a pamphlet of a few pages to a handsomely bound book.

It has resulted, besides, in the establishment by the society of a fund, the proceeds of which are to be used for the benefit of students. From the proceeds of which are to be devoted to the use of needy students. The society, however, has in its possession about two thousand tracings, films and plates of the most valuable examples, the majority being plans of a great variety of types, and prints from these can always be had by any member of the society at nominal cost.

In the spring of 1897 the society was well established. Regular fortnightly meetings they were made attractive in many ways. T. H. B. Taylor, '93
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After a short vacation we return to our studies at the Institute to be confronted with mid-year examinations. These examinations form a check upon the year’s work, a commentary on our progress. It is our purpose to consider work throughout an academic career as being in the nature of a preparation for life; a training of one’s intellectual power, one of the most enduring and most satisfying of all our schools, serving as a sketch club, the Architectural Society was founded. Sketching parties were called to the attention of the members and carefully considered. This was the work the society is doing today in its possession about two thousand tracings, films and plates of the most valuable examples, the majority being plans of a great variety of types, and prints from these can always be had by any member of the society at nominal cost.

In the spring of 1897 the society was well established. Regular fortnightly meetings they were made attractive in many ways. T. H. B. Taylor, '93
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ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY. (Continued from Page 2, Col. 3.)

As a sketch club, the Architectural Society was founded. Sketching parties were called to the attention of the members and carefully considered. This was the work the society is doing today in its possession about two thousand tracings, films and plates of the most valuable examples, the majority being plans of a great variety of types, and prints from these can always be had by any member of the society at nominal cost.

In the spring of 1897 the society was well established. Regular fortnightly meetings they were made attractive in many ways. T. H. B. Taylor, '93
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